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Chad	  Jung	  is	  a	  Lead	  Software	  Test	  Engineer	  for	  Renaissance	  Electronic	  Services	  with	  over	  
ten	  years	  of	  software	  testing	  experience.	  Currently	  he	  builds	  relationships	  between	  
Development,	  Testing,	  and	  Operations	  teams	  to	  ensure	  highly	  successful	  and	  quality	  
products.	  

Curtis Severance
Curtis Severance is a Software Engineer with over seven years of software development 
experience for Renaissance Electronic Services. He is passionate about leading small 
development teams to assist software test engineers and tirelessly works to bridge the 
gap between engineers and testers.

Kaleb Weddle
Kaleb Weddle is the newest Software Engineer in Test at Renaissance Electronic 
Services. He has taken automation tactics from a large-scale company to a smaller 
business while maintaining the same level of automation coverage. In conjunction, 
Kaleb works with development to strengthen CI build pipelines to speed up deployment 
cycles at RES.
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Goals of Testing 

Goal Strongest Technique 

Finding Bugs Manual Testing 

Detecting regressions Automated Integration Tests 

Designing robust software Unit Testing 
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Unit Testing 

Types of Tests 

●  Unit tests should be as close to “A” as possible! 
●  Tests contain a lot of knowledge about the behavior of a single unit of code 

○  If behavior changes, so must test 
○  Should never have to change test because of other code change 

■  Low maintenance costs, scalable 

Figure 1. Dirty Hybrids. Retrieved from http://blog.stevensanderson.com/2009/08/24/writing-great-unit-tests-best-and-worst-practises/  
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Process for writing unit tests (new code) 

●  Think about the test before you write the feature 
●  Architect the solution such that it is unit testable  
●  Write your tests 
●  Run tests 
●  Refactor tests 

○  Reduce duplication between tests 
○  Fix names 
○  Check for gaps 

 

Process for writing unit tests (refactoring) 

●  Pin the existing behavior  
○  Write a test that just asserts the output is a given output for a specific input 

●  Complete the refactoring 
●  Run the test, assuring that the output is the same 
●  Refactor the test 
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Getting the most out of your unit tests 

●  Make each test independent 
○  Any given behavior should be specified in one, and only one test 

●  Unit tests are an executable specification of how a certain method should 
behave, not a list of observations of everything the code does 
○  Don’t make unnecessary assertions/verifications 

●  Name your tests clearly and consistently 
○  Consider “Subject_scenario_result” 

●  Control your dependencies 
○  Any code that isn’t directly being tested should be controlled 
○  Mocking frameworks can help with this 

●  Run your tests automatically with each check in 

 

Unit testing tools 

●  Our company primarily works with 
C# 
○  Many tests are written with nunit. 

However a lot of the newer .NET Core 
code are tested with xUnit.net 

○  We use Moq for mocking out our 
dependencies 

○  We use ReSharper to make test creation 
and local execution easier 

○  We use Azure Pipelines to run these 
tests in CI 
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Common mistakes 

●  Using a mocking framework and not being specific when setting conditions 
for behaviors. 
○  For moq this could mean using it.is<>() and describing the object you expect to be passed 

into the method rather than using it.isAny<>() 

●  Mistaking testing code invocations with testing logical outcomes. 
●  Testing to ensure that things are not happening. 
●  Forgetting to write tests for what happens when an exception occurs during 

execution. 
●  Failing to use parameterized test cases for repetitive tests. 
●  Having tests that impact the testing environment and interfere with other 

tests. 

Automated Testing 
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Automated Testing Topics 

What Works for Us: 

●  Dev team takes care of all unit tests (have 5 to 1 Dev to Test ratio) 
●  Functional Tests are used in build pipelines 
●  Automated Full Regression Tests are run in ‘Staging’ 
●  Regression Tests are created throughout the entire release schedule 
●  Having an Automated Framework that is easy to update  

Automated Testing Cycle 
http://billietconsulting.com/2013/11/testing-lifecycle-dev-test-stage-prod/ 

Functional/Integration 
Tests are ran. Ensuring 
that no Web Service is 
broken. Small UI Tests 
such as Login Tests are 
run to ensure story testing 
is possible.  

This is when story 
regression tests are 
run along with UI 
feature tests. More 
functional tests may 
also be ran.  

Full Regression suite is 
ran in all supported 
browsers along with 
end to end UI tests.  

Smoke UI tests are ran to 
ensure normal user actions 
are not negatively affected. 
Functional tests may also be 
run incrementally to ensure 
web services are up and 
responding correctly.  
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Framework We Use: Modular Style 

TESTS 

Workflow Workflow 

Page Page Page Page 

This method is easily maintainable because you only have to update the page classes when a change is 
made to the product. Not great if you have a large product (many pages of UI).  

Tips and Tricks 
●  If you have members on your Testing team that can read and understand 

code have them sit with a Developer and discuss code at completion of new 
feature or large story.  
○  Helps you as a Tester identify where bugs may exist and help identify what the 

highest priority tests will be  
○  Sometimes help Dev team find issues they may have overlooked.  

●  Leverage the work of your Developers (Unit tests for example). In many cases 
a Developer has solved issues similar to the ones you will run into while 
writing tests. Questions will lead to you and the Developer learning from one 
another. 
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Tools/Languages We Leverage 

●  Test Rail: Test Case Database for all repetitive manual tests and all automated 
tests. Keeps tracks of all executions and results. 

●  Selenium: Open Source Automated Testing tools. We use Selenium Webdriver 
to Automated UI testing 

●  NUnit/C#: Testing Framework Library along with language we use. 
●  BrowserStack (or SauceLabs) - Cloud VMs that all automated UI tests are 

executed on (Local and Public) 
●  Jenkins - Scheduled and CI build executor (hosted on site) 

Ups and Downs 

Ups: 

●  We rarely have outages due to developmental problems with our current  
test cycle 

●  Pushing out work much faster than before the automated process 

Down(s): 

●  Late to the game for automation. Regression tests have been a catch up 
game causing annoying bugs to make its way into Prod.   
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Regression Testing 

Type of Regression tests 

●  Manual  
○  Legacy systems 
○  Desktop installed applications 
○  Slower 

 
●  Automated 

○  Web-based applications 
○  API testing 
○  Faster 

https://www.360logica.com/blog/importance-regression-testing-software-
development/ 
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When regression tests run? 

●  Story Regression Testing   
○  Dev team completes work, Testing team notified story is ready  
○  Testing team approves release to the QA environment 
○  Automated tests run to ensure functionality 
○  In the event tests fail, manual testing does not proceed 
○  Thresholds established to determine risk acceptance 
○  Includes both Manual and Automated tests 

 

 

 

Continuous Regression testing 

Continuous Regression testing (Story Regression) should be performed 
throughout the entire release schedule (not only before or after a deployment) 

●  Need to deploy to customers faster 
●  Keep building working software 
●  Ensure products/applications are working 
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Continuous Regression testing 

“Heartbeat” tests  

●  Regression tests that run 
when a release is pulled 

into the QA environments.  
●  Ensure the most critical 

portions are up and 

running. 
 
 

 

https://pixabay.com/illustrations/health-heartbeat-heart-monitor-846780/ 

When regression tests run? 

●  Full Regression Suite Testing  
○  Tests are created during testing phase of story 

■  Added to suite after release 
○  Automated tests that run in Staging environment 
○  Tests that run before and after a deployment to production 
○  Testing team creates functional test cases against acceptance criteria 
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User Feedback and 
Experience 

User Feedback/Experience 

What is is good for?  Absolutely everything! 

 

 

 

 
 
https://ghanatalksbusiness.com/right-way-respond-negative-feedback/ 
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User Feedback/Experience 

Paramount to the success of products and applications 

●  Internal 
○  Demo 
○  Emails/Internal tools 
○  Team Meetings 

●  External 
○  Leave Feedback options 
○  On-Site Visits 
○  Surveys 

User Feedback/Experience 

●  Running functional tests may not be enough for a 
successful product 

●  Incorporating Feedback/Experience can assist in getting 
a fully tested product 

●  Begin thinking like a user and how to break it 
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TO THE CLOUD!  

●  As a company we are working on going completely serverless in the cloud. 
●  Feel free to speak with us anytime about our experience so far with moving 

to the cloud 
●  THANK YOU 

https://www.channelpro.co.uk/news/11102/software-ag-s-
webmethods-b2b-cloud-streamlines-business-transactions 
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